A True Partner for FedRAMP Success

We recognize that no two organizations are alike. When you engage with SecureIT,
questionnaire to complete. We will pick up the phone and call you so that we better
cloud solution, and where you are in your journey. Choosing SecureIT provides your
3PAO that partners with you to develop a plan for success, and provides the approp
achieve FedRAMP authorization.

CMMC Compliance
Powerful App & Expert Advisory

Achieve CMMC with Certainty & Efficiency
“SecureIT’s CMMC
solution is designed to
help defense contractors
succeed in their
certification efforts with
greater affordability and
certainty.
The combination of our
expert advisors and the
Rizkly compliance app
delivers CMMC
compliance certainty in a
single affordable, efficient
package.”
David Trout
President & CEO, SecureIT

The DoD now defines a new set of cybersecurity standards for doing
business with the department: The Cybersecurity Maturity Model
Certification (CMMC). The new regulations aim to combine various cyber
control standards such as NIST SP 800-171A, 800-171B and NIST SP
800-53 into one unified standard for cybersecurity.
CMMC represents more stringent DoD scrutiny of security controls for
defense contractors. Beginning in the Fall of 2020, DoD contractors can
undergo a third-party audit to certify compliance for handling CUI at levels
1 to 5. The certification will then become a requirement for new contract
awards.

Why SecureIT
200+ NIST, SOC and ISO cybersecurity
compliance engagements
Certainty with Efficient through
Expert Advisory & Software
Accredited FedRAMP 3PAO

Demonstrate CMMC Compliance
DoD contractors who do have budget for extended consulting engagements or complex software
can now look to SecureIT for CMMC compliance. Rizkly, an easy-to-use SaaS cloud software tool
that lets manage and demonstrate compliance, making certification easier and less costly.
Together with your SecureIT expert advisor, the Rizkly app serves as the single place where you
organize documents, develop CMMC policies and procedures and automate ongoing cyber tasks.

Achieve & Track Progress While Growing Business
After choosing SecureIT for CMMC, your advisor contacts you to schedule a kick-off meeting.
The first step is getting a baseline understanding of your organization and your environment, and
completing an initial gap assessment for prioritized action. Afterwards, your CMMC advisory works
closely with you and is always accessible, ensuring your firm’s CMMC initiative is on track while
improving your cybersecurity posture and acumen as along the way.
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About SecureIT
SecureIT provides risk, compliance, and cybersecurity services to
enterprises, government entities, and cloud service providers. Our certified
professionals assess cyber risk, conduct targeted security assessments, and
ensure compliance with regulatory requirements. Every day, we partner with
our clients to deliver solutions critical to protecting and growing business.
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